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TEE STATISTICAL CONSULTANT 

, ,AD HOC GROUP BECOMES A COMMITTEE 

On August 14, i984, the Executive Committee of· the Section on Statistical Educa
tion granted to the ad hoc group on statistical consulting the status of a com
mittee, formally the Committee on Statistical Consulting Education, Section on 
Statistical Education~ American Statistical Association. 

'The Statistical Consultant will be the voice the Committee will use to dissem
inate information on statistical laboratories and internship programs. We are 
~nterested in ,hearing from anyone who would be willing to submit articles or 

'ideas,for articles or features pertaining to statistical consulting or consult
,'ing programs of' interest to our readers (see p. 3). Currently the schedule 
for newsletter publication is quarterly. 

ABSTRACTS FROM MINUTES OF PHILADELPHIA MEETING 

Newsletter. A proposal [was] submitted to the Allied Foundation for support 
or the newsletter [and other Committee activities] for two years. Approxi~ ... 
mately, [2001. Reople are lcurrentlylon the, ,mailing list. All 30 people who 
res"Qonded. to "the. newsletter. q.uestionnaire before the, Philadelphia meeting, 
favored a newsletter. 

Proceedings Available. Brian Joiner, Join~r & Associates, reported that copies 
of the Proceedings of the Wisconsin Workshop on Consulting Intern Programs in 
Statistic's (Nov. 11-13, 1982) are still available. (Dr. Joiner's address is 
.732 North Midvale Avenue, Madison, WI 53705.) 

Consulting Program Reports. Several people gave brief reports on the status of 
their laboratories and consulting programs. These reports were in general very 
positive. 

Future Activities. Support is' ~eeded for starting and assisting new labora- . 
tories. Brian Joiner suggested that a document be prepared for academic admin-, 
istrators that emphasizes the importance of statistical consulting in the ' 
tra,iuing' of statisticians. Bill Hill asked about the need for other resource 
materials. Other suggestions included sessions on statistical consulting spon
sored by our group and an update on Uwe Koehn~s survey of consulting and intern
ship programs. 

UPDATE ON ALLIED FOUNDATION GRANT 

The 'Allied Foundation has awarded a $5,000 grant to the University of Delaware 
. for support of statistical cons,ulting activities. These funds will be used to 
support publication and mailing costs of the newsletter. The Committee will 
consider requests for funding of small projects to support statistical consult
ing activites under this grant. Address such requests to the Committee. 
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SESSION TOPICS FOR THE LAS VEGAS MEETING 

The 	 Committee is interested in sponsoring one or more special topic contributed 
\ 	 sessions at the 1985 Annual Meeting in Las Vegas. The form of such a session 

can be speakers (as in invited sessions), but can also include discussants o~ 
floor discussion. Several topics have been suggested (see p. 3). 

Kenneth Koonce, Louisiana State University, has volunteered to serve as an 
organizer for one session. If you are interested in any of these topics, either 
as an organizer, as a speaker or discussant, or merely as an avid listener, 
please complete the SUPPORT QUESTIONNAIRE and return to the Editor. The 
deadline for session abstracts is in mid-March, so time is of the essence if you 
want your input· to count. (Suggested topics that rank high in interest may 
possibly be used for invited sessions at the 1986 meetings.) 

FROM THE EDITOR •••. 

With the formation of a new committee and the reality of a newsletter to com
municate its activities, we are embarking on quite an adventure. As the first 

(

newsletter editor, I find myself trying to envision just what type of news-
let ter is appropriate for this commit tee. and for its reading audience. I find 
that newsletters can be very dry and not very informative. In fact, this issue 
will probably be just that to many of you. 

.., 	 However, it doesn't have to be that way. But I need your heip. I am only a 
neo-phytein constJ:l,ting; and most of' what,::b have lea'rned ·has been. on-the-Job. 

•~"! w:tth"lots""o-f,' tears-' and~·regre:ts'.·· You> are,"'tha ones~wit:h, the knowl,edge., .fQ.ryou: 
are planning, implementing, and overseeing the majority of the statistical con
sulting programs that exist today. Without your input, I will not be able to 
give you a newsle·tter that will capture your interest and be informative. 

I would like to share with you my reactions to an experience that has been very 
helpful to me. At the annual meetings in Toronto in August 1983, I attended the 
workshop entitled, "Non-statistical Aspects of Statistical Consulting,1I pre
sented by Jim Boen and Doug Zahn. It was very interesting, and the information 
I obtained there has been at least as valuable as the formal training I received 
in my degree program, in terms of equipping me to be effective as a statistical 
consultant. (I consult primarily with physicians in a military hospital, and 
the recognition that good interpersonal skills are a major factor in effecting a 
positive encounter w:i,th a client was. a turning point for me tn my role asa 
consultant.) . . . . . 

It may be a while before the majority of the statistical consulting programs 
that currently exist for training graduate studeni:s in statistics are able to 
incorporate formal training in interpersonal skills into their programs (e.g., 
use of audiovisual aids to provide feedback or, at minimum, a forum for discus
sion of non-statistical problems encountered with clients). Until that time, it 
is my opinion that our committee could provide a valuable service to students 
and junior professionals by sponsoring the repetition of this course at future 
ASA meetings (e.g., every second or third year). Such action would serve sev
eral purposes: 1) provide access to the c0nceptsin the workshop to budding 
professionals until this training is more widely available in graduate programs, 
2) make the statistical community at large aware of the availability of, and 
need for, the transfer of· such concepts, 3) provide a prototype for the 
development of such courses within the academic setting. 

(continued on p. 4) 
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SUPPORT QUESTIONNAIRE 

'\ 1.. 	 The following topics have been suggested for se~siori(s) at the 1985 meeting 

in Las Vegas. Please rank them in order of i<nterest (l=high, 8=10w) arid 

indicate with, an "x" if you would be willing to be an organizer (please 

give name and phone), speaker, or'disctissant: 

RANK 	 ORGANIZER* SPEAKER DISCUSSANT TOPIC 

a. 	 How to start a statistical laboratory 

b. 	 Contrasting consulting in academia, 
industry, and government. 

c.Aids 	for training statistical 
consultants. 

d. 	 Rese,archvs teaching vi:, consulting 
' 

e. < Evaluating consultingeffestiveness 

I:~ 

f. 	 Commitment to consulting 

g. 	 Maj'oring in consulting (applied 
statistics). 

h. 	 An integrated statistical 
department 

i. 	 OTHER-<- --~---------------------

2. 	 Would you be willing to present your experiences with a particular labor

atoryor training approach in the form of an article for the newsletter? 

If <so, give name and phone below. 

*NAME: 	 PHONE: ( )_.."..-___ 
(please print) 	 zip 
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Editor(continued from p. 3) 

The following is a quote from the "Preface" to The Ruman Side of Statistical 
\ Consulting (Boen and'Zahn, 1982), on which the wor~shop is based: 

The essence of statistical consulting is the embedding of high 
technical skill in the real world of time, money, and office poli 
tics. As such, it is a highly complex endeavor. 

,Statistics graduates emerge from school with technical strength, but 
unaware of the demands of industry and government. Graduates are 
apprehensive enough about their technical ability, let alone corporate 
realities. They soon learn that ••• [both] statistical and non
statistical ••• skills ••• are essential if they are to be effective 
consultants ••• This book is intended to shorten ,the time of tran
sition from. pink cheeks to seasoned veteran. It will be of use both 
to graduate students in supervised consulting courses and, to appren-, 
tice statistical consultants, new on the job. 

I might add that it might also be of use to some "seasoned veterans." 

Please do communicate to me your ideas, so that they can be shared with other 
readers. As a first step, take a pen right now, respond to the support 
questionnaire, and return it to me. I will be most appreciative of your input 
and look forward to hearing from you. Remember, this is your newsletter--make 
of it what you will! 

.~~' 

Judy Evaul,Editor 

The Statistical Consultant 

Department of Clinical Investigation 

Walter Reed Army Medical Center 

Washington, DC 20307-5001 



